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December 31, 2009

TO: San Juan County Council Members

San Juan County Administrator

San Juan County Prosecuting Attorney

FROM: Common Sense Alliance

RE: Consideration of 6/3/09 Draft San Juan Critical Area Amendments

In the coming weeks you are scheduled to consider the adoption of the June 3, 2009, Draft San Juan

Upland Critical Area Amendments (hereinafter the “Draft”) presented to you by Staff.  This Draft

constitutes a 32 page complete re-write of existing Title 18 Sections .30.110 - .30.160 of the San

Juan County Uniform Development Code.

While we appreciate the time and effort that has been devoted to date by the Review Committee and

Planning Staff, we do not believe that the process has been consistent with applicable state law and

the Council’s responsibility to represent the people of San Juan County.

The Revised Code of Washington at 36.70A.130(1)(b) et seq. sets forth a schedule under which the

County shall take action to “review and, if needed, revise its policies . . . regarding critical areas

. . .”  The Washington Administrative Code directs “the review of existing designations should, in

most cases, be limited . . .[except] to the extent that new information is available or errors have been

discovered.” WAC 365-195-410(2)(c).  Thus, the County is charged with evaluating the current

code, and “identifying the revisions made, or that a revision was not needed and the reasons

therefor.”  RCW 36.70A.130(1)(b).

The process involved in the review of the County critical areas ordinance is also directed by state

law.  “In designating and protecting critical areas, best available science is to be used.”  RCW

36.70A.172.  If using information from resource agencies of the various governments “(s)uch

information should be reviewed for local applicability.”  WAC 365-195-905(1)(2).  Additionally,

the County should adopt “on the record:  (b) The relevant sources of best available scientific

information included in the decision-making.”  WAC 365-195-915(1); WAC 365-195-915(1) (b).
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Finally, any changes, if any are found to be necessary, in the County Code are to be the result of a

broadly disseminated public participation program and review of local conditions and circumstances

resulting in “bottom-up” planning.  RCW 36.70A.130(2)(a); Goal 11, RCW 36.70A.020; WAC

365-195-010(3).  Here public participation has been thwarted by blatant misrepresentations (e.g.,

that only a few parcels would be affected by Critical Areas designations) regarding the scope of

revisions being proposed and the likely impact of the proposal on the people of San Juan County

(imposition of nonconforming and “reasonable” use limitations over many more parcels than are

affected under the current UDC provisions).

The County is required to review its provisions and to adopt provisions formally as its “CAO,” as

opposed to the sensitive areas provision that are currently in force.  However, the County is not

required to revise its current substantive law in this area unless new information or errors have been

identified based upon an examination of local conditions using locally relevant science that has

been adopted by the County.  The adoption of the “best available science” tailored to local

circumstances to address identified local problems is essential for a proper CAO planning process.

Without the specific identification of pertinent science there is no basis upon which to designate

local critical areas or to determine the need for revision of current UDC provisions protecting these

areas.

The fundamental flaw in the currently proposed San Juan County CAO review process is that there

has been no meaningful attempt to specifically identify any problem with our current rules, using

best available science identified by the County for use in the planning process. The CAO review

committee worked in a vacuum, instead of identifying and considering particular local problems

and designing, if necessary, appropriate approaches to those problems using local science and

addressing the unique rural characteristics of the Islands.  Instead, the review committee appears to

have taken direction from state agencies and other organizations without following and

documenting the process required by state law, as noted above.  Unless the County first formally

adopts the best available science upon which it intends to rely, the public participation requirement

of the law is thwarted because county citizens will have no way to efficiently and effectively

evaluate and comment on the Draft ordinance that is before us.

In a tepid response to public questions regarding best available science, the favorite phrase of the

DOE representatives and local planners is to say that they have “teased out” some science.  Is this

supposed to mean that within some body of information they have come across bits and pieces that

serve their purpose?   Whether there is any nexus between the unidentified “teased out” science and

our local environment and circumstances is unknown.

What we know with certainty, however, is that the Draft CAO has engendered a profound distrust

among local residents regarding the CAO review process.  When people read the Draft CAO they
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realize the potential impact on their property, families and futures in the County.  They are asking

the fundamental questions that state law requires to be answered:

• What is the problem?

• Is the existence and extent of the problem established by relevant science?

• What is causing the problem?

• Are the proposed solutions to the problem designed considering appropriate locally

applicable science?

We assert that these questions have not been answered as required by state law and we do not

believe the Draft ordinance – or any other CAO proposal – can properly be adopted unless and until

the fundamental errors in the process are corrected.

Now is the time and this is the opportunity for each of you to stand up for the local community and

represent the people of San Juan County by ensuring a fair and open process and a CAO designed to

protect appropriately designated critical areas from local threats verified using appropriate science

in a manner that considers the unique character and values of the islands while balancing all of the

GMA goals and requirements. We believe that only in this way can the County hope to avoid

litigation, or best position itself to successfully defend the policies and ordinance it ultimately

adopts if challenged.  We believe that this objective warrants careful consideration both to preserve

scarce financial resources given current economic realities for other necessary activities and to

restore community confidence in the process of its government under the Home Rule Charter.

Clean water and a healthy ecosystem are desirable objectives that we all support.  We do not believe

that protection of the environment and the protection of other legitimate interests of the human

population are mutually exclusive goals.  The County faces an imperative -- not to enact critical

areas legislation at all costs -- but to make sure that we are taking appropriate steps to accomplish

these goals in a manner that is legally defensible, engenders public support, and best balances our

concerns regarding our local community, our local economy and our environment.

We stand ready to work with you and all other interested citizen of San Juan County toward

appropriate identification of critical areas within the county, and the development of creative, local

solutions to any local environmental threats that are identified using appropriate science.

cc: San Juan Planning Commission


